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Abstract – Container security involves a broad spectrum of concerns, including the security of the operating system, au‑
diting the supply chain and the application security of the running containers. This wide attack surface will also include the
security of the container orchestration system and its components once a container orchestration system is introduced to
manage the leet of containers in an environment. In order to advance the research in this ield, prior work should be com‑
parable and reproducible. However, we identi ied a research gap for this aspect; publicly available datasets for container
security is sparse and reproducibility of the research output so far is arduous. In this study, we share a dataset consisting of
network lows, collected from a Kubernetes cluster. Furthermore, we performed a preliminary analysis on the data as a sanity
check to evaluate its quality. By sharing this dataset publicly, we hope to help further studies and establish benchmarks in
the ield of container networking security.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Container technology is on the rise, mainly due to the de‑ 
mand of portable software units that natively solve com‑ 
patibility issues. Containers include the executable of any 
application they serve, alongside any dependencies that 
the application may require. Furthermore, containers iso‑ 
late the computation environment, as well as put con‑ 
straints in place, making them well suited for multi‑tenant 
environments. Hence, the industry has been experienc‑ 
ing a shift towards container‑based software deployment 
from bare‑metal installations [1]. Containers also lends 
themselves well to the microservice‑based development, 
which is an architecture we have been observing more 
in recent software deployment trends from large compa‑ 
nies [2].
Deployments on the cloud have been using microservice 
design patterns and architecture to answer the draw‑ 
backs of traditional monolithic software architecture [3]. 
These microservices are decoupled and functionally dis‑ 
tinct functions are de ined in software. Since a typical 
monolithic application will need to be broken down into 
multiple microservices for functional parity, microser‑ 
vices are usually deployed using containers to eliminate 
the overhead of a fully present operating system [4]. Oth‑ 
erwise, each and every container would have to carry an 
operating system layer below the application logic. How‑ 
ever, breaking down the functionality of an application 
into smaller functions also increases the complexity of the 
overall system even when the individual pieces have be‑ 
come more manageable and understandable. One partic‑ 
ular interest of ours is the security of the network of con‑ 
tainerized microservices. Security of container orches‑ 
tration (e.g. Kubernetes) is especially in need of investi‑ 
gation [5] to understand the intricacies introduced by the 
additional layers in the whole setup.

Containers are used as building blocks of software de‑ 
velopment, for both in testing and deployment [6]. In 
order to ease and automate the building, management, 
inter‑container networking and cleanup of containers, 
container orchestration technologies have been devel‑ 
oped [7]. Effective attack detection and prevention in the 
cloud faces many challenges, even in the presence of fast‑ 
streaming data analytics. Therefore, machine learning al‑ 
gorithms and tools have also been developed speci ically 
for cloud environments, mostly for virtual machine‑based 
deployments, and have achieved successful results in de‑ 
tecting anomalies for certain scenarios including classical 
enterprise networks [8], Industrial IoT (IIoT) systems [9], 
and sensor data publish‑subscribe systems [10].
Despite the existence of many approaches in the ield of 
intrusion detection including both Host‑Based Intrusion 
Detection System (HIDS) and Network‑Based Intrusion 
Detection System (NIDS) solutions [11, 12, 13, 14, 15], 
IDSs for containerized environments are still at a prema‑ 
ture state, with limited attention having been paid to them 
so far.
In this paper, we document the steps we have used to 
create a dataset of Kubernetes network traf ic with ma‑ 
licious and benign data points which we have published 
publicly at https://github.com/yigitsever/kubernetes‑ 
dataset. The dataset is generated on a Kubernetes 
cluster that is running real‑world container images. 
The attack scenarios we used come from the Common 
Vulnerabilities and Exposures (CVE) listings with distinct 
Common Weakness Enumeration (CWE) classes, making 
the dataset diverse.

2. RELATED WORK
Tien et al. [16] introduced an HIDS on a Kubernetes clus‑ 
ter. Using supervised learning methods, they developed
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an anomaly classi ication model, a neural network with
four fully‑connected layers. To create a dataset for train‑
ing theirmodels, theyused systemcalls and rootdirectory
access features, which takes place when the container
accesses a ile under a root directory like bin, var etc.
During our preliminary analysis, this work was the only
one we came across that evaluated an IDS on a container
orchestration platform. However, the authors have not
disclosed the details of the Kubernetes cluster they per‑
formed their evaluation on, making their results impos‑
sible to reproduce. Flora et al. [17] proposed an HIDS
using a containerized MariaDB database engine. They
evaluated their Bag‑of‑System‑Calls (BoSC) features us‑
ing Sequence TimeDelaying Embedding (STIDE) andHid‑
den Markov Models (HMMs). To compare the perfor‑
mance of an IDS on a containerized environment, they
also performed evaluations on a pseudo‑bare metal in‑
stallation, using a KVM virtual machine. Tunde‑Onadele
et al. [18] combined signature‑based and anomaly‑based
approaches in their HIDS. They evaluated common intru‑
sion detection methods for containerized environments.
Srinivasan et al. [19] offered a real‑time HIDS using sys‑
tem calls. They fed 𝑛‑grams of system calls to Maxi‑
mum Likelihood Estimator (MLE) and Simple Good Tur‑
ing (SMG) to do real‑time classi ication. Cavalcanti et al.
[20] evaluated the effectiveness of eightmachine learning
algorithms for IDS on containerized environments. They
made use of the BoSC approach to create their dataset
and evaluated these algorithms on this dataset. Chen
et al. [4] proposed a framework named Informer. This
framework is used to detect anomalous Remote Proce‑
dure Calls (RPCs), which are used for communication be‑
tween agents in a microservices architecture.

3. DATASET
To create our dataset, we crafted 10 different attack sce‑
narios. The traf ic related to the attack scenarios are la‑
belled with non‑zero labels. Benign traf ic, on the other
hand, is labelled with 0. In order to generate benign traf‑
ic, we used the OWASP ZAP’s Ajax Spider to use and nav‑
igate the web applications.

3.1 Environment setup
The Kubernetes cluster used for the data collection pro‑
cess consists of two Ubuntu 22.04 machines. Studying
vulnerabilities requires using old software versions since
vulnerabilities are patched as they are discovered. In or‑
der to have a vulnerable system, we used an old Kuber‑
netes version: 1.20.0. To achieve compatibility and to use
vulnerable versions of lower layer components, we used
containerd version 1.6.0 and docker version 5:20.10.6.
We used kubeovn as the CNI plugin.
Using kubeovn allowed us to capture the whole Kuber‑
netes cluster’s traf ic from a single point. During the
data collection process, we used the tcpdump program to
capture every packet passing through the ovn0 interface.

This gave us both the internal Kubernetes traf ic and the
external requests meant for the services running inside
Kubernetes.
We developed a microservice‑based software stack to be
run in the Kubernetes cluster. The software stack in‑
cludes Grafana, In luxDB and Node‑RED as the data col‑
lection, aggregation and visualization solutions. Regard‑
ing the stack, four Raspberry Pi images emulate IoT de‑
vices as smart home sensors and supply data for the rest
of the pipeline.

3.2 Attack scenarios
CVE‑2019‑20933
CVE‑2019‑20933 is found in In luxDB versions prior to
1.7.6 [21]. The vulnerability has been assigned to CWE‑
287: Improper Authentication. It is a software bug that
lets In luxDB accept queries that should have been au‑
thenticated with a proper JWT. Instead, JWTs with empty
shared secrets have been able to bypass the authentica‑
tion.
During our data collection scenario, we exploited this vul‑
nerability by sending queries with crafted JWTs that had
empty secret keys.
In our dataset, network lows that belong to this attack
have been labelled as 6.
CVE‑2019‑5736
CVE‑2019‑5736 is a vulnerability discovered in
2019 [22]. It is a vulnerability concerning the runc
program. This vulnerability has been iled under CWE‑
78: Improper Neutralization of Special Elements used in
an OS Command (’OS Command Injection’).
CVE‑2019‑5736 causes attackers to overwrite the runc
binary present in the host machine. This can be ac‑
complished by either running a malicious container im‑
age crafted by the attacker or an existing container
which the attacker had write access to. We used the
irst case during our attacker scenario, following the
steps outlined in https://github.com/Frichetten/
CVE-2019-5736-PoC.
This attack is labelled with 10 in our dataset.
CVE‑2020‑13379
CVE‑2020‑13379 is a vulnerability concerning Grafana
versions between 3.0.1 to 7.0.1 [23]. The vulnerabil‑
ity has been listed under CWE‑918: Server‑Side Request
Forgery (SSRF).
In order to exploit this vulnerability on the Grafana ser‑
vice running in our Kubernetes cluster, we sent a mali‑
cious request, crafted in accordance with the CVE‑2020‑
13379 requirements through the URL of the Grafana ser‑
vice. The Grafana service crashes after sending this re‑
quest.
This attack has the label 1 in our dataset.
CVE‑2021‑25741
CVE‑2021‑25741 is a vulnerability found in kubelet, a
component of Kubernetes [24]. Itwas discovered in 2021,
and it is listed under CWE‑20: Improper Input Validation
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and CWE‑552: Files or Directories Accessible to External
Parties.
In order to exploit this vulnerability, we followed
the proof‑of‑concept outlined in https://github.com/
Betep0k/CVE-2021-25741 to create two malicious con‑
tainers inside a single pod. These two containers initiate
a race condition tomount a ile path from the host ile sys‑
tem inside the container, performing a container escape.
Network lows collected during CVE‑2021‑25741 sce‑
nario are labelled with 8 in our dataset.
CVE‑2021‑30465
CVE‑2021‑30465 is a runc vulnerability that affects ver‑
sions prior to runc 1.0.0‑rc95 [25]. It has been assigned
under CWE‑362: Concurrent Execution using Shared Re‑
source with Improper Synchronization. Vulnerabilities
under this CWE class are also called race condition vul‑
nerabilities.
In order to exploit this vulnerability in our Ku‑
bernetes cluster, we used the steps outlined in
https://github.com/champtar/blog/blob/main/
runc-symlink-CVE-2021-30465/README.md.
We labelled data points for this attack with 7.
CVE‑2021‑43798
The CVE‑2021‑43798 vulnerability was discovered in
Grafana [26]. It is a straightforward path traversal vulner‑
ability, classi ied under CWE‑22: Improper Limitation of
a Pathname to a Restricted Directory. In order to exploit
this vulnerability in the Grafana service running in our ex‑
periment environment, we sent a request to the Grafana
service with added .. directives to navigate out of the
working directory of the Grafana service.
This attack is labelled with 5 in our dataset.
CVE‑2022‑23648
CVE‑2022‑23648 is a vulnerability found in containerd.
It is listed under two CWE classes: CWE‑200: Exposure of
Sensitive Information to anUnauthorizedActor andCWE‑
287: Improper Authentication.
To exploit this vulnerability in our Kubernetes cluster, we
crafted a malicious Kubernetes pod using a .yaml ile and
added a VOLUME directive to mount and expose a sensi‑
tive host directory inside the container.
Network lows collected during the CVE‑2022‑23648 sce‑
nario has been labelled with 9.
Attacker scenarios
In order to study the vulnerabilities and the consequences
of their exploitation, we used the Node‑RED program
present in our cluster’s software stack to create a sce‑
nario consisting of three steps. During these scenarios,
we wanted to create the traces of how a real‑world at‑
tacker would in iltrate a Kubernetes cluster and show
them in our dataset, as well as give a proof‑of‑concept of
how the rest of the attackswehavementioned so far could
have happened to our cluster.
During the irst scenario, we wanted to formulate how an
attacker would irst approach a web service. We used the
OWASP ZAP tool to scan the Node‑RED service irst pas‑
sively and then actively. During this step, we collected in‑
formation regarding the Node‑RED service. This is the re‑

Table 1 – Vulnerabilities and CWE listings

Vulnerability CWE Software
CVE‑2019‑20933 CWE‑287 In luxDB
CVE‑2019‑5736 CWE‑78 runc
CVE‑2020‑13379 CWE‑918 Grafana
CVE‑2021‑25741 CWE‑20,

CWE‑552
Kubernetes
(kubelet)

CVE‑2021‑30465 CWE‑362 runc
CVE‑2021‑43798 CWE‑22 Grafana
CVE‑2022‑23648 CWE‑200,

CWE‑287
containerd

connaissance step of the Node‑RED scenarios, and it is la‑
belled as 2 in our dataset.
For the second scenario, we wanted to show how an
attacker would exploit a vulnerable web service to
in iltrate a Kubernetes cluster. First, we injected a Re‑
mote Code Execution (RCE) vulnerability to Node‑RED.
Vulnerabilities of the RCE class allows attackers to run
arbitrary code on a web service’s host machine. We
used this RCE vulnerability to get a reverse shell on
the host machine running the Node‑RED service. Note
that at this stage, the attacker would not know that
Node‑RED is constrained to a container. However, every
container running under Kubernetes includes the direc‑
tory /run/secrets/kubernetes.io/serviceaccount
that includes kubectl credentials. We downloaded a
kubectl binary from the Internet onto the container
from our reverse shell and supplied the credentials to
kubectl manually. For the end of this scenario, we used
the attacker’s kubectl inside the container to query the
Kubernetes cluster regarding pods, services and secrets
present in the cluster. We labelled this scenario as 3 in
our dataset.
For the inal Node‑RED scenario, we continued from
wherewe left off andattempted toperformacontainer es‑
cape. In order to accomplish this, theNode‑REDcontainer
should have the required privileges de ined for its service
account to create new containers. This privilege has le‑
gitimate use cases but for the operations of our cluster,
Node‑RED containers do not need this privilege. Hence,
we added this privilege to the service account of Node‑
RED prior to attack scenarios in order to exploit it during
this scenario. We used the malicious kubectl in the Node‑
RED container, accessed through the reverse shell to cre‑
ate a container thatmounts the root ile systemof the host
machine inside the /root directory of the container. After
this container is operational, weusedkubectl to get a shell
from themalicious container and performed a chroot op‑
eration. Thus, we have mounted the host machine’s ile
system in the container, attaining full privileges in the
host machine. We labelled the traf ic for this scenario as
4.
This concludes the 10 attack scenarios we crafted for the
data collection process.
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Table 2 – Results of the preliminary analysis

Benign Flows Accuracy % Precision % Recall % F1 False Positive True Positive

302 56.54 100.00 56.54 72.23 1613.6 2099.4
544 62.52 100.00 62.52 76.94 1391.5 2321.5
981 69.33 100.00 69.33 81.88 1138.8 2574.2
1767 75.26 100.00 75.26 85.88 918.6 2794.4
3184 82.88 100.00 82.88 90.63 635.8 3077.2
5737 88.70 100.00 88.70 94.01 419.5 3293.5
10336 91.12 100.00 91.12 95.36 329.6 3383.4
18622 92.87 100.00 92.87 96.30 264.9 3448.1
33550 95.95 100.00 95.95 97.93 150.4 3562.6
60447 96.57 100.00 96.57 98.25 127.5 3585.5

4. PRELIMINARY ANALYSIS
Employing the Scikit‑learn library in Python, the one‑ 
class Support Vector Machine (SVM) [27] model was used 
to distinguish between normal and attack traf ic on the 
Kubernetes network (i.e. benign and malicious data) and 
malicious data is intended to be detected as anomalous. 
During preprocessing, all irrelevant labels like packet size 
information and timestamps, as well as source and des‑ 
tination ports and IP addresses were removed. Also, all 
labels with zero variance (whose values are the same in 
every sample) were removed.
The training data includes malicious and benign traf ic. 
However, their proportions are investigated in this part. 
The main focus was to determine the minimum necessary 
amount of benign traf ic in the training dataset to accu‑ 
rately detect anomalies, as well as to reduce variance and 
bias in the test dataset. For that purpose, malicious data 
is evenly and randomly split into 10 folds and 10 inde‑ 
pendent experiments were conducted as a ten‑fold cross‑ 
validation procedure. In every experiment, nine folds 
consisted of the test dataset for the model trained on the 
remaining fold. The stratifiedShuffleSplit method 
in the Scikit‑learn library is used to generate folds. The 
averages from those experiment results are shown in 
Table 2.
After that step, the effect of the amount of benign data 
in the training set on the accuracy is analyzed. Since, 
one fold (i.e. randomly sampled one‑tenth) of the mali‑ 
cious dataset is approximately 5% of all benign samples, 
starting from one‑twentieth to the whole of benign sam‑ 
ples, 10 different exponentially‑increasing proportions 
are used as in Table 2 to detect the amount of benign data 
needed to reach an accurate anomaly detection. The be‑ 
nign traf ic that wasn’t included in the training data were 
dropped off from the pipeline.
The precision scores are always 100% because the test‑ 
ing datasets consisted only of malicious traf ic. Lastly, the 
amount of malicious data in testing datasets was always

3713, which corresponds to 9 folds of whole malicious
data.
The results in Table 2 are averaged by benign amounts
in the training dataset from a hundred successful exper‑
iments. The scores are calculated using the Scikit‑learn
library’s metrics module in Python.
It can be seen thatmore than thirty‑three hundred benign
and three hundred malicious traf ic is enough to reach a
95% accuracy over 3713 malicious (abnormal) traf ic.

5. CONCLUSION
In this study, we have developed and deployed a
microservice‑based application onto a Kubernetes clus‑
ter. We then prepared 10 attack scenarios with varying
weakness enumerations. We played these 10 different at‑
tacks on our Kubernetes cluster and collected the attack
traf ic, as well as the response from the Kubernetes clus‑
ter. By preparing this dataset, we hope to encourage re‑
producible results in the ield of container security.
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